281-241-9504
sales@elitemetaltools.com

Baileigh Cold Saw CS-250EU
$2,075
As low as $67/mo with
Product ID:
120
SKU:
CS-250EU

10" Blade
Manual Feed
Mieters up to 45º left and right
110V, 1PH
The Baileigh CS-250EU is a great all around, general purpose cold saw that won’t break the bank. The CS-250EU cold saw is a manually
operated 10" circular cold saw that is built for medium grade production seen in most small fabrication shops, but what makes the CS-250EU
unique is that is also portable. Powered by 110 volts that is readily available anywhere, the base of the CS-250EU is removable and what is left
is a self contained unit that includes everything needed to make great cuts anywhere.
The ridged fully cast iron head of the CS-250EU has a self contained coolant tray that holds the flood coolant system that is standard on this
model. The CS-250EU has a 10" blade that runs at 54 rpm, perfect for most metals. The maximum capacity of the CS-250EU is 3" round at
both 90 degrees and 45 degrees. The vise features a cam lock device that makes for fast loading and unloading of material. The vise also
supports the material on both sides of the blade, ensuring a nice burr free cut.
Specifications
Max Blade Diameter

10"

Operation

Manual

Head Miter

45º Left/ 45º Right

Round Solid at 45º

1.2"

Square Tube at 45º

2.2" x 2.2"

Round Tube at 45º

3"

Rectangle Tube at 45º

2.4" x 2"

Round Solid at 90º

1.2"

Rectangle Tube at 90º

2.5" x 2"

Square Tube at 90º

2.5" x 2"

Round Tube at 90º

3"

Coolant System

Yes

Vice Style

Single action with cam lock

Max. Vice Opening

4"

Head Style

Pivot

Arbor Size

1.26"

Blade Speed

54 rpm

Power

110V, 1PH

Shipping Weight

425Ibs

Shipping Dimensions

60"x44"x48"

